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A Month
Distributors have inspired
Mr. Ohshiro with Enagic’s
unprecedented global growth!

“the future of Enagic,...
it.... is....
....”

YOU
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Message
Mr. Ohshiro
from

The future of Enagic has never been of worry to me. I’ve been told time
and again that “I’d fail, give it up, go home, it’s no use.” You see, I’ve
been told “I WON’T MAKE IT.” By more than a few. By those bigger
than me, those “challenged” by me and those in spite of me. Each
attempted to take my dream from me.
Don’t let that happen to you. The future of Enagic will ALWAYS be
bright. It will always be a story of overcoming adversity, of rising
above challenges that would sink most, of delivering a message of
universal HOPE when others snicker and scrunch up their noses.
Because the future of Enagic,... it.... is.... YOU....
That’s why I’ll never worry about the future of Enagic. Because the
same adversities, the same prejudices, the same illusionary constraints
that people tried to force on me decades ago can’t possibly chain the
Ultimate Will of the people in Enagic TODAY. We are growing by leaps
and bounds globally because people believe in our mission to
deliver True Health to each and every family on this planet.
That’s not a dream, folks. That’s a Purpose Ordained in
Conviction.
So the question then becomes, what’s YOUR future in
Enagic? What will YOU do to prosper our True Health
mission? Who will you enlighten to the liberationmessage of Enagic? Which family will be rescued
because YOU came forth, YOU stood resolute in your
faith in our message, YOU tossed aside the doubters?
I’m in this with you. I’m going nowhere. Count me in!
We’ve got an amazing future to paint and I’m handing
out the brushes! So go searching for canvases we
can paint with the message of True Health and never
let a single person tell you that you can’t do it.
The future of Enagic is and has always been
wondrous, amazing and liberating. The reason:
YOU’RE involved!

Supreme Kindness,

Hironari Ohshiro

CEO Enagic International, Inc.
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Distributor
Profile Lori Ellis 6A2
“I walked away from a job… and stepped further into my PURPOSE!”
As a health coach, nutritionist and certified fitness
trainer, Lori Ellis knew quite a bit about health. In fact,
she instilled in her fitness clients the absolute need
for proper hydration. But upon experiencing Enagic’s
Kangen Water during a demonstration by a friend, she
knew she’d found THE best thing to share with her
clients!
Prior to Enagic, in Lori’s own words “I was a single mom,
divorced, living in debt, working 12 to 14 hours a day…
and spinning my wheels financially. I was overly stressed
emotionally just trying to help my daughter go to the college
she wanted to attend, and I didn’t have the time nor the
resources back then to do that for her. When I found Enagic
or rather IT FOUND ME, I knew I was going to be able to help
myself, my family, and my clients in an even more powerful
way than ever before. And I’d also found a company whose
mission I could truly believe in and align with passionately. I’m
living the life now that would’ve never been possible before.”
Lori extensively researched both Enagic and Kangen
Water. Both she and her husband Michael immediately
felt fully hydrated, had better endurance and were energized. This is their 50’s! So Lori began sharing Kangen
Water with more and more of her clients. In fact, she called everyone she knew: ex-clients, gym owners, trainers,
etc. She conducted a Kangen Water demo every week for six straight weeks and brought Kangen Water to the
gym for sampling. In no time, her team was being built!
Lori shares “When I realized what I had in my hands with our life-changing systems, with our incredible company and business,
I knew I had found THE way to be able to do my part to help reverse the damage to our planet, help animals and the habitat
and people live better lives.”
Lori and her husband have recognized the true mission of Enagic and have been extremely fortunate to have also
noticed major positive changes in their lives. Their fitness levels have skyrocketed, Lori’s debt has been paid off and
they have enjoyed the fruits of wonderful friends. Lori remarks, “I feel emotionally revived!”
Her advice for people wishing to build a thriving team in Enagic? “The best advice I can give anyone when building a
team is to keep it SIMPLE and share with COMPASSION our mission of True Health. Remember what we have in our
hands is truly the most powerful way to help someone change their life for the better.”
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My Trip To Japan:
A Return To Origin
An Enagic Editorial by An Anonymous Distributor
As an Enagic distributor for over seven years, I had always wanted to go to Japan to visit the birthplace of this
incredible company. But, as it often happens in life, I made excuse after excuse as to why I could not make
the trip. Some were legitimate, with major scheduling conflicts, but, honestly, most of them were
pretty weak, being more about the trip not being convenient and the thought of the 10 to 12
hour flight, plus all of the hassles at the airport etc. etc. etc.
It just didn’t seem like it would ever happen but then the announcement
was made about Mr. Ohshiro’s 76th birthday celebration and the
Enagic convention at the E8PA resort in Okinawa, Japan.

I had recently purchased my Enagic 8 Prosperity Association membership card, so I was one of the people eligible to
attend the convention. After years of making excuses, I decided that it was time for me to see the origins of Enagic with
my own eyes. I was going to “return to origin” for the very first time!

Best decision ever!
If you are like me, even in the slightest, and plan to make Enagic your sole career choice, visiting the birthplace of this
company is an absolute must. I’ll be honest, the long plane ride and airport delays were nowhere near what I had made
them out to be in my mind. In fact, I got through security and onto the plane pretty smoothly. I watched a couple of
movies, ate a couple of meals, got a couple of hours sleep and, next thing I knew, I was walking into the Tokyo airport
and headed towards Japanese Customs.
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My stay in Tokyo was short, it was less than a two-hour layover, and it was a short flight to Osaka, home of the
Enagic factory. There were actually a few fellow distributors on my first flight and we met up with even more on
the flight to Osaka. Within just a few short hours we were all on the cleanest and quietest tour bus I had ever seen,
being driven to our hotel in the downtown Osaka district.

The next day was a nonstop whirlwind tour of the Enagic factory, Osaka Castle and an amazing area of Osaka filled
with shops, vendors and incredible foods.
We started with a bus ride to the factory. This second bus was just as clean as the previous day.
As we travel through Osaka, I couldn’t help but notice how incredibly clean the city was. No trash on the roadways.
No graffiti. Even the vehicles on the road looked exceptionally clean. At one point I noticed a commercial truck of
some sort driving next to us and it looked brand-new and I mean like right off the dealership lot!
I ended up asking one of the Enagic employees about this, wondering if it might actually be against the law to drive
a dirty car in Japan. The explanation was simple; Japanese people take pride in their belongings and just want their
vehicles to look as nice as possible. I was so impressed with this that I actually took a few random pictures of some
of the commercial vehicles we passed.
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I was very impressed with this first exposure to Japan. Being from a larger metropolitan area in the United States, I’ve
gotten used to trash littering the highways and graffiti sprawled on anything that doesn’t move, and sometimes on
things that do. It was a stark comparison between what I was seeing and what I had left behind in America.
The truth behind the quality, integrity and pride of our products was starting to make much more sense to me. I was
realizing that the term “Made in Japan” was more than three simple words - it is an ideology that strives for perfection;
and the Enagic products were no exception.
When we arrived at the factory we were greeted by factory staff, welcoming each of us with big smiles and bowing in
the traditional Japanese style. Because of language barriers, the staff politely gestured for us to come inside to get out
of the cold, so we did.

I want to be sure to mention one thing that
really surprised me: the size of everything.
Pictures do not do any of the Enagic locations
any justice! The factory is much bigger than
it looks in pictures and so was the resort. The
grand scale of these locations is totally lost in
two-dimensional pictures.
I think this is one of the reasons that personally
visiting the Enagic locations in Japan is an
absolute must for distributors. Until you
personally visit and see these locations it is hard
to truly comprehend what we are all a part of.
Once we got inside we were greeted by more
Enagic factory staff. They treated all of us like
old friends they hadn’t seen in ages. Smiles.
Laughter. Hugs. The mood was so welcoming.
It was an atmosphere more like a party than a
“factory tour”.
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Once we got settled inside, we prepared for the factory tour. In the spirit of Japanese efficiency, groups were
organized and people were whisked off to see where and how the incredible Enagic products are manufactured.
During the factory tour, I was once again surprised. The efficiency of the production layout, the way everything
flowed, was amazing. We were able to watch the process for a few minutes and I studied it carefully, wanting to get
the most out of this rare opportunity.
Each technician worked more like an artist than your typical factory worker. Each movement was precise and
intentional, with a very specific end result. The speed and accuracy by which these machines are put together, by
hand mind you, was mind-boggling. Every inch of the factory is designed for maximum efficiency and productivity.
When you take into consideration that land prices in Japan are some of the highest on earth, I was very impressed to
find out that the two-story Enagic factory facility sits on a nearly 27,000 square-foot lot. And this is just one of the
many Enagic properties. I was told that the new E8PA resort & E8PA amenities, and the rest of the Enagic properties
in Japan, are situated on over 400 acres of land.
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After machines are assembled, the finished products make their way to the quality control technicians, where every
machine is tested for proper operation. Every machine! Water is passed through every machine to ensure that it
performs according to the product specification. That is a level of quality control nearly unmatched in this or any other
industry. Even the packaging of the machines and boxing them up for shipment was impressive. Add to that the state
of the art equipment located throughout the factory and it is no wonder why the Enagic products have been given the
distinction as the gold standard of the industry.
After the tour the attendees were treated to a delicious bento box lunch and, of course, all the Kangen Water we
could drink. Immediately following lunch was an informative Q&A session with the top factory managers. Many
great questions were asked, but the response which impressed me the most was regarding the factory production
capabilities.
The factory is currently producing approximately 600 machines per day for a total of approximately 12,000 units per
month, which, with the existing global inventory, is enough to handle the current orders. The factory production manager
explained that the factory was prepared and able to nearly double their production efforts as Enagic distributors close
in on the goal of 20,000 units per month.
Having this capability shows that Enagic is truly ready to assume the massive undertaking that accompanies delivering
20,000 of these devices each month.
After the amazing factory tour we boarded back onto the buses and were taken for an incredible tour of the Osaka
Castle.
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The grounds of the castle are massive and the scale of the
surrounding area is almost beyond comprehension. Every
step through the castle was like traveling back through time.
While the castle was a truly impressive spectacle to behold,
the story of the origins of the man behind the castle were
even more incredible.

After hearing the story, it actually reminded me
of the story of Mr. Ohshiro. He started from very
humble beginnings and after many years of hard
work, dedication and determination Mr. Ohshiro
has built his own castle; the Enagic Castle.
Unlike the Osaka Castle, which resides in the
heart of Osaka, Japan, the Enagic Castle resides
in every nation on earth, with the strength of
its walls and towers living in the hearts of every
distributor around the globe. The grandeur of the
Osaka Castle represents the people of Japan, but
the Enagic Ohshiro Castle represents the entire
world.

After the castle tour we went to a famous shopping area in Osaka,
where we shopped the duty-free stores and enjoyed local foods
prepared by street vendors. It was nonstop action, as the area
was teeming with people. It was truly a sight to see to believe!
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The next day we were off to the airport once more to fly down to Okinawa for the convention and Mr. Ohshiro’s
birthday celebration. After the short flight we arrived in Okinawa, and we were welcomed by two beautiful ladies
adored in traditional Japanese outfits and about a dozen Enagic staff members.

We were again taken to transportation buses to take us to our respective resort locations. After arriving at our resort,
we settled into our rooms and prepared for the excitement that awaited us at the convention the next day.
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Arriving at the main facility of the E8PA resort was an
unexpected surprise. Pictures of the resort have been
posted on social media sites and they simply do not do
the facility any justice. It is much, much bigger than I
had expected! There were Enagic staff everywhere,
welcoming every person as they arrived.
People were taking pictures and saying hello to fellow
distributors. Once again there was energy in the air that
is absolutely impossible to manufacture. It was a feeling
of excitement, hope and the power that is created when
big dreams come true! It was an electricity that was
completely contagious and flowing thorough every inch
of the resort.
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The day started with an opening video of Mr. Ohshiro story growing up
in Okinawa, followed by an uplifting speech by Mr. Ohshiro. This was
followed by an informative seminar conducted by Enagic master
instructors and some of the top distributors from around the
world.
After the first half of the day there was a break for lunch, where
all the attendees enjoyed a beautiful bento box, adorned with a
red commemorative napkin, filled with delicious Japanese
cuisine.
In the afternoon the seminar resumed and more excellent
information was shared with distributors. The day ended
with the attendees traveling back to the respective resorts
and enjoying the rest of the evening making new friends and
reconnecting with old ones.
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The following day started with the Enagic Convention. It was awesome! People were dressed up and everyone
was very excited. Mr. Ohshiro opened the day with another riveting speech and had the attendees on their feet
cheering for more by the time he finished. It then came time to recognize the distributors who had attained the
ranks of 6A and above. Distributors had traveled from all over the world to be a part of this ranking ceremony.
Starting with the new 6A’s, each person came to the stage when their name was called and Mr. Ohshiro personally
greeted them, presented them with their title incentive check and congratulated them for their achievement.
One by one they came to the stage and the stage filled up. Then they called the new 6A2’s. Once again, names
were called and the stage filled up. Then the new 6A2-2’s. Then things got real serious! New 6A2-3’s were
called and they came to the stage. Name after name was called, indicating that more and more distributors were
achieving higher ranks in the company. Then they called the new 6A2-4’s and the 6A2-5’s.
The ranking ceremony ended with two new 6A2-6’s, currently the highest distributor ranking in the world and now
shared by only three distributors, being presented with title incentive checks that were absolutely unbelievable.
I’m not sure of the exact total, but the amount of incentives which were presented to the distributors for their
outstanding achievements had to be several million dollars. I think the most exciting part for most of those not
appearing on stage that day was everyone knowing we all have the potential to someday be receiving one of
those checks and having Mr. Ohshiro shake our hand and congratulate us. The feeling was so powerful that I’m
smiling about it again, as I write these words.
After the ranking ceremony we all went to check out the rest of the E8PA Resort while they got the room ready
for Mr. Ohshiro’s big birthday bash. In just a few short hours they had transformed the room into a sit down
dinner banquet hall ready for over 400 eager party goers wanting to wish Mr. Ohshiro a very happy birthday.
The evening started with Mr. Ohshiro
addressing the group and thanking them
for being there to help him and his family
celebrate his birthday. He ended his speech
by asking everyone to join him in a traditional
Japanese toast. Everyone raised their glasses
and shouted “Kanpai”. He then got the
festivities started by giving away a few “gifts”
to others; by presenting the E8PA members
with checks for the extra money they had
earned by being E8PA members.
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This was followed by the start of a multi course meal
and a live band on stage. After the band played a few
songs and people ate the delicious course after course,
traditional Japanese dancers came to the stage and
performed a beautiful routine.

This was followed by an impressive martial arts display
by the master of a local dojo and his son, who ended
the demonstration by performing an unbelievable feat
of focus and strength by breaking a wooden baseball
bat in half on his shin. The room was absolutely
quite as he prepared for this dangerous and difficult
stunt. The silence was shattered with a loud yell as
he focused his energy and the bat was swung at his
leg. The bat, like the silence, was shattered and broke
in half. The room exploded with applause and cheers.
It was amazing!
After this Mr. Ohshiro was presented with gifts
distributors had brought him for his birthday. A long
line of distributors came to the stage, where they
gave Mr. Ohshiro his gifts. After this we finished the
delicious meal with the desserts just as Mr. Ohshiro
came back on stage in traditional Japanese garb and
his shamisen.
He was joined on stage with several female
distributors, and one top male distributor dressed
as a female, also dressed in traditional Japanese
costumes. Mr. Ohshiro played, while the ladies and
“lady” acted as his back up dancers. By the time
he was done playing, everyone was on their feet,
clapping and cheering, and the stage was filled with
forty or fifty people.
The night was concluded with a special speech and
toast by a top New York Enagic Distributor. It was
a moving speech and Mr. Ohshiro was genuinely
touched by the outpouring of love from everyone in
attendance. Just when everyone thought the night
was over, we were all asked to step out the back for a
VERY special surprise.
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Once Mr. and Mrs. Ohshiro were outside on a small stage set up in a large grassy area, and everyone else was outside,
there was a countdown that triggered an amazing fireworks display, including a huge sign of fireworks wishing Mr.
Ohshiro a Happy Birthday!

It was the perfect ending to a most incredible day!
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The next day we divided into two groups, those who wanted to play
golf at the resort and those who wanted to go sightseeing. I went
sightseeing. We started at the Okinawa Churaumi Aquarium,
which has the third largest fish tank in the world, almost 2
million gallons in one tank! Everyone enjoyed taking
pictures and seeing the incredible sea life.
After that we went to lunch and then we were off to
see the Enagic bowling alley and the Enagic Spa & Hot
Springs. Both were incredible!
We started at the Enagic bowling alley. If you like to
bowl and have been to a high tech alley, then you would
not be disappointed! Not only did we get to bowl a few
games, we also got to watch some professional bowlers
display their talents on the lanes. It was a lot of fun and I
can’t wait to go back and make some more Enagic strikes!
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After bowling we went to the spa. The spa and hot springs was a very big facility; it even has a very large restaurant
upstairs. We didn’t have very much time at the spa, so all we could do was look around a little. Although we didn’t have
much time, I was impressed with what I saw and I am looking forward to returning so I can soak in the hot spring and
get a soothing massage!

After the short spa tour we got back on the buses and headed to our final night at the Southern Beach Hotel & Resort.
It is a beautiful hotel with views of the harbor on one side and the ocean on the other. The beach was literally right
across the street. We got to the hotel a bit late in the evening, but we arrived just in time for a delicious buffet dinner
service. It was the perfect ending to a long, but absolutely enjoyable day!
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The next morning we checked out of the hotel and went
to the airport. We departed Okinawa, headed to the
Tokyo airport, where, after a short layover, we were on
the flight back to the United States.
It was such a full trip, seeing so many incredible things
and meeting so many incredible people. But it all went
by so fast; I couldn’t believe that it was over. During the
flight home, I reflected on my journey and what I had
gotten from it. Here is my “take away” from this amazing
trip to Japan and Okinawa…
The thing I took from Japan, besides a bunch of souvenirs for my family and friends, is how I need to conduct my
business with a Japanese mindset. I don’t mean that I will suddenly start eating Sushi all the time and rice with every
meal, I mean that I will start running my day to day business operations using the Japanese ideology I discovered
during my trip. Each day I will focus on honor, self improvement, integrity, duty, selflessness and efficiency. I did all
of these things in my business before, but not with FOCUS! I am going to truly focus on these components of my
business and try my best to replicate the astonishing business success of our Japanese counterparts. I am going to
try to embody the spirit of Japan. I am going to challenge myself every day to be a better sponsor; a better mentor; a
better leader; a better distributor.
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If you are serious about your future with Enagic, then you need to go to Japan and
experience the origins of this amazing company. I had heard people who had made
the journey say it was “life changing” and I figured it was just hype for the company.
I can assure you 100%, it’s not hype. It is absolutely for real. It will change your life!
I discovered more about this incredible company in a few short days than I had in
the over seven years I have been a distributor and, I think in doing so, I may have
even discovered a few things about myself. When I left for Japan I knew I would be
visiting the birthplace of the company, but I honestly had no idea I would experience
the literal heart and soul of Enagic.
And I have a special message of thanks for Mr. Ohshiro: although my “Return To
Origin” was to a place I had never been to before, it felt like a home coming. And
now that I’m gone, I can’t wait to go back!
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Product Profile

LEVELUK SD 501
THE ULTIMATE HOME USE MODEL
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The SD501 is the finest machine in its class, with the highest quality built-in electrolysis chamber
on the market. This Kangen Water® filtration machine generates a continuous stream of 5 types of
water for countless household needs. You can easily operate the SD501 thanks to a large LCD panel
and clear voice prompts. The SD501 has been the flagship product of the company for many years,
as it is the model which serves the needs of most consumers. So, when you need enough delicious,
healthy alkaline water to hydrate your whole family and take care of your home, the SD501 is the
device you’ve been searching for!
Generates: Strong Kangen Water (11.0pH), Kangen Water® (8.5 - 9.5pH), Neutral Water (7.0pH),
Slightly Acidic “Beauty” Water (4.0 - 6.0pH), and Strong Acidic Water (2.5pH)
Model name / number		

Leveluk SD501 / TYH-401NF

Water source connection

1-way diverter (TAP/ION) connects to the end of faucet

Power Supply			

AC 120V, 60Hz (with ground)

Power consumption		

Approx. 230W (under maximum electrolysis function)

System				Continuous Ionized Electrolysis Water Generator System (with built-in flow rate sensor)
Production rate 		
(gallons(s)/minute)		
				

• Kangen Water®: 1.2-2.0
• Acidic water: 0.4-0.7
• Strong Acidic water: 0.16-0.3

Level Selections		•
				
•
				
•
				
•
				
•

Kangen Water® / 3 levels (approx. pH 8.5-9.5)
Clean water (pH 7)
Acidic water (approx. pH 5.5-6.5)
Strong Acidic water (approx. pH 2.4-2.7)
Strong Kangen water (approx. pH 11.0)

Electrolysis Capability 		
Approx. 30 min at normal room temperature
(continuous use) 			
Cell cleaning method		

Auto cleaning system (periodically controlled by microcomputer)

Applicable water quality
and pressure

Municipally supplied drinking water: dynamic range in 100-450kPa

Electrolysis Enhancer		
				

Forced dissolving type additive system
(One time addition produces approx. 1.0-1.3 gallons of Strong Acidic water.)

Enhancer Refilling		

Indicates by voice, buzzer and LCD

Protector			

Current Limiter/Voltage Stabilizer/Thermal Protection

Electrode material		

Platinum coated Titanium

Electrode plates		7
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Branch News
Enagic Thailand
The Enagic Thailand office has been very busy lately!
There are many active distributors and some of them are
moving up the distributor ranks very quickly. Enagic is
a close community and many distributors refer to other
distributors as “family”, but at the Thailand office, two
of the most successful distributors actually are family!
They are father and daughter! He is a 6A2 and recently
his daughter also became a 6A2! At the 6A and 6A2 new
achiever award ceremony and the “Be Success Distributor
Seminar”, held by 6A2 Mr. Chamnan, he was able to present his
daughter with the award for this outstanding achievement!
The new 6A and 6A2 ceremony was conducted just before the seminar.
More than 40 people attended the event and listened eagerly to Mr.
Chamnan’s story, his secrets to success and how he has been able to achieve so
many sales. During the seminar there were many guest speakers who shared their story and ways they were able to succeed
in the Enagic business. The Enagic Thailand is excited to be an active, contributing part of the Enagic global opportunity and
is pleased to announce that they continue to meet and exceed their regional sales goals each month!
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Branch News
Enagic Hong Kong
The Enagic Hong Kong office continues to be a huge
producer for the Asian region. The Hong Kong office
has been open since 2005 and has produced many
outstanding distributor leaders, including Kenneth
Wong, who was recently promoted to the rank of
6A2-6 at the Enagic Convention in Okinawa. Being
a 6A2-6, Kenneth is part of a very exclusive club, as he
is one of only three distributors in the world who have
attained this rank.

His leadership and commitment to Enagic has resulted in tens of
thousands of product sales and hundreds of very successful
distributors from all over the world. The office is very active
and the Hong Kong distributors conduct many seminars and
special events. These are just a few pictures from recent
events at the Enagic Hong Kong office or at special events
in Hong Kong.
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Branch News
Enagic Romania
The first Enagic product was sold in Romania
in 2009. In just four short years the market size had
increased enough for Enagic to open a local office. In 2013
the Enagic Romania Training Center was opened to help
the distributors develop their businesses and support the
growing number of end user customers. Anca and Roxana,
the lead Enagic staff members at the Romania office, provide
sales assistance and product maintenance to both distributors
and customers. The office includes a demonstration room, with a
capacity of 20-30 persons, and a large seminar room, with a capacity
of over 100 people. The goal of the Romania office is to help distributors
improve their business by providing demo assistance, business seminars,
sales guidance, sharing the company vision of true health and explaining how to
get the most out of the Enagic products.
The office stays very busy and water demos and seminars are conducted almost every day of the week. The office
also holds quarterly 6A meetings and business seminars. Although the Romania office staff has done an amazing job, the
success of this office did not happen alone. Enagic colleagues from Germany office helped a lot, especially when the office
was first opened. Staff members form that office already had a lot of experience with the E.U. market and they shared that
experience in order to make the opening and running of the Romania office as smooth as possible. Mr. and Mrs. Ohshiro
and Germany office manager, Tomo Takabayashi, even showed their support for Romania by personally attending several of
their major events. In addition to direct corporate support, the Romania market has also received incredible support from
top distributors, including local Romanian leader, Sebastian Popa, and International leaders, Roland Hedge, from France, and
Jayvee Pacifico, from the United States.
The Romania office has many excellent distributors building their local and international businesses, but there have
been a few distributors who have really stood out. Please allow us to introduce you to two of them.

George Staneiu, 6A2-2:
“My name is George Staneiu , I
reached the rank 6A 2-2 in the Enagic
business, my profession is accountant
and I found out about Kangen Water in
march 2010 from someone I didn’t knew
before, Sebastian Popa, who, meanwhile
became one of the most important leaders
in European Enagic business. I bought this
machine for me and my family, for our
health, and I never thought that I will sell
Enagic units which produce Kangen Water
and that I will do this business full time.
But seeing that Sebastian quit all classic
businesses and was involved exclusively
in Enagic, I said that it’s time for me to
make a change in my life and devote more
attention to Enagic, using Sebastian as my
model.
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Slowly, with small and sure steps, I started to promote and develop this business with my younger brother Lucian Staneiu,
who is also a distributor with the rank of 6A2. Although we faced challenges, we have experience tremendous success with
Enagic. I recommend that all Enagic distributors get involved at the maximum level, because the results will soon come
and they will be pleased from all points of view. Thanks to the Enagic Company, especially to Mr Ohshiro, who created this
fantastic financial opportunity for all of us, at the same time to the Germany office, Mr. Tomo Takabayashi, Davide Romano,
Valeriya Vinarto, without them I wouldn’t be here. Many thanks to all the distributors and all of the contributors.”

Lucian Staneiu, 6A2 :
“My name is Lucian Staneiu, rank 6A2, I am an IT
software engineer and economist. I heard about Kangen
Water from my brother, George Staneiu, and together we’ve
develop this business, sharing with others the benefits of
Kangen Water and the marketing plan. We combine our
professions with the Enagic business, we really enjoy what
we are doing and we wish that everyone can develop their
own successful Enagic business. We would like to thank all
our contributors, the Dusseldorf staff and, of course, Mr.
Ohshiro for all their support.”
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Branch News
Enagic Portugal
The Enagic Portugal office was opened in May of 2013,
so they will be celebrating their 4 year anniversary this
month! The office staff and local distributors have been
very busy over the past few months and they have gotten
2017 off to a tremendous start!
They started with great energy on the Iberian Peninsula,
where several seminars were conducted in Oporto, Lisbon,
Vigo and Cantabria. At each seminar distributors passionately
spoke about their experiences with Enagic, shared their personal
stories and new 6A achievers were recognized for their achievements.

The Enagic events create a powerful connection between the attendees, and these seminars were a great tool to inspire new
distributors, who recently started their Enagic business. They are excited and ready to meet and exceed their goals for this
year!
Local distributor leaders have been the driving force behind the continued success of Enagic Portugal. Their
participation in the seminars has continued to inspire people to discover the benefits of True Health and encouraged them to
become part of the Enagic business. The success of the seminars during the first few months of 2017 have lead to additional
events being planned in different cities throughout both Portugal and Spain. We expect Portugal continue to be a major
contributor to the global success of Enagic in 2017.
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Branch News
Enagic Florida
The Enagic Florida office continues to be a very busy
office, for both staff and distributors. We recently added
a new member, Micah Patterson, to our sales team staff.
He has been a great help assisting in the sales duties,
inventories, customer service duties and preparing for
shipments. The Florida market continues to be a very active
location for U.S. sales and we continue to produce more and
more distributor leaders.
We conducted a recent 6A meeting and distributor event and
recognized distributors who had attained the rank of 6A or above.
Local distributor leader 6A4-2 Brian Welch helped with the event, acting
as the MC, the audio tech and the video guy! He is a man of many talents!
It was a very successful event and everyone in attendance had a fantastic time.
The Florida office will no longer be a direct shipping location for “machines”, there was a notice regarding this change sent
out at the first of the year. We will continue to have machines, UKON and supplies available for PICK UP customers and will
accept EXPEDITED SHIPPING requests for a nominal additional charge.
The Florida office has seen many successful distributors, but we wanted to spotlight a very special distributor leader who has
been instrumental in helping develop the Florida market. We mentioned earlier in this article how he helped so much at the
recent event, but we know what an asset he is to Enagic and we really wanted to allow everyone to get to know Brian Welch
a little bit better, so we asked Brian to introduce himself and say a few words to the Enagic global distributors.
“I would like to start off by thanking Mr. Oshiro and the entire
staff of Enagic. I am so grateful for all of their hard work, as
it has provided me the best opportunity for “true physical
health, true financial health and true peace of mind” in my
lifetime!
I have been in network marketing for over 33 years with
various other organizations that focus on health and wellness,
but I have finally found the company I want to spend the
rest of my life in. The lifestyle this opportunity has given me
allows me to take care of my 91 year old mother and give
her more of my time and attention than I ever could in any
other industry. I have been able to travel and experience new
places, meet new people and introduce them to this amazing
product.
What drives me in this business is the fact I can help so
many people change their life by educating them on the
importance of hydration and in turn, improve their finances
so they can achieve dreams they never thought possible.
Everyone drinks water so we have to show them that we
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have the best water and the best opportunity for success both
physically and financially. I’m not in the convincing business I
believe through proper education of the value of what we have
people make an intelligent decision to invest in their health
and their lifestyle. Remember always lead with the value of our
product not the price. When you start with the price, the value
becomes meaningless.
Over the last 7 years, I’ve built a solid team of people that I am so
grateful for. It’s an honor to partner with like-minded people and
help them build their business. One thing that is very important
to me is to always thank them and let them know how much
I appreciate them. I believe what you put out into the world
comes back to you so I take every opportunity to tell my team
how grateful I am for them.”
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Branch News
Enagic HQ –
Okinawa, Japan
The Enagic Group recently held it’s 2017 company
orientation at the E8PA facility in Nago City, Okinawa,
Japan.
In addition to a traditional new employee company
“orientation”, there was also a special ceremony held to
welcome thirteen new Enagic employees. Enagic feels it is
important to introduce new employees not only to the company,
as it pertains to their duties, but the company as it pertains to the
philosophy and culture. Enagic strives to ensure that each employee
understands the meaning behind True Health and that, as an employee of Enagic,
they are now a part of that concept and the ultimate mission of the company. And Mr. Ohshiro wants each
new employee to feel welcome to Enagic, so the company goes out of their way to make sure that sentiment is
extended to each and every new employee right from the start.
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AJGA Enagic Junior
Championship in USA
In April 2017, the Enagic Junior Championship in Asia final
qualifying tournament was held at the Enagic Sedake Golf
Country Club. There were about a total of 60 qualifiers
from Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Taiwan and Japan who
participated in the competition. The top 3 players of each
division were from Enagic Golf Academy. Top qualifiers of
this tournament will compete in the AJGA Enagic Junior
Championship (Wilshire Country Club, LA) from Aug 14th.
Mr. Ohshiro’s aim and desire is to help young people pursue
and achieve their “American Dream”.
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Tokyo

Journey to
2020
With laser focus,
Mr. Ohshiro is leading the
journey to Tokyo 2020. He has
decided that, just like all of Japan and the
rest of the world, Enagic is going to maximize the
attention and recognition that will be created by the
2020 Olympic Games and catapult the company to
gold.
Just like the athletes who will participate in their respective
sports, Enagic, and all of the distributors, should start
preparing for what is to come. Preparation for the Tokyo
2020 games will come in many forms and distributors can
use them as an example of how to establish and build their
own businesses.
One of the things that the city of Tokyo will start with is
finding the correct places for each of the different sporting
events. In some cases they will be existing structures /
locations, like stadiums and aquatic centers. But some of
the locations will be built specifically for the Olympics.
You may be wondering how this example translates into
something helpful for distributors? This is a perfect example
about conducting live meetings. When you are building
your business, you should look for an existing meeting, one
which will accommodate your needs and provide the right
environment to help you build your team. However, just like
Tokyo, there will be places that simply will not have the right
amenities, so they will have to be built. This is when there
is no local meeting near you and you decide to be the one
to build it. It will take planning, and building the foundation
may be hard, but once it is built, you will have your own
place to share information about Enagic, Kangen Water and
True Health.
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Like the Tokyo, the athletes who will be
competing will also be preparing for 2020. But
they won’t be building locations to compete; they will be
building their bodies, training hard in an attempt to prove
that they are the best in the world. These athletes come
from all over the world and have diverse skills and abilities,
but they all have one thing in common. Something that
is absolutely essential when it comes to competing on an
Olympic level. A coach.
Mr. Ohshiro knows that 2020 represents a tremendous
opportunity for Enagic, especially in Tokyo, as the eyes of the
world will be focused on this amazing city. As such, he has
decided to personally dedicate a lot of time and attention
to the Enagic Tokyo office. In fact, he has committed to
conduct seminars at the Tokyo office, as he leads the journey
to 2020.
Mr. Ohshiro has taken on the role of “coach” for the
distributors lucky enough to attend these seminars. He
is using his personal approach, the same approach that
built the Enagic we know today, and sharing his secrets to
success. Like any good coach he knows that it will take a
lot of training and hard work in order to be the best. And
he has challenged himself to assume the responsibility to
be the driving force behind the distributor training in Japan.
He has already personally conducted several seminars at the
Enagic Tokyo office to standing room only audiences. He is
committed to make the journey to 2020 a victorious one.
What distributors need to do is make the same type of
commitment. Top leaders will need to follow Mr. Ohshiro’s
coaching and then, in turn, use the information they have
learned to train other distributors. Those distributors will
focus on this training in order to become Olympic level
performers.
Mr. Ohshiro is leading the way to a successful 2020 for
Enagic. All distributors need to do is be willing to train hard
and go for the gold!
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Amazing Amenities –
Enagic Bowling Alley
Your E8PA membership comes with many fun and exciting benefits,
including use of the Enagic bowling alley! If you’ve never gone
bowling, you will absolutely love this faced paced sport; if you
have, you already know how fun it is and will enjoy bowling a few
frames at the Enagic bowling alley! Located in a bustling section
of Okinawa, the Enagic bowling alley is surrounded by a variety of
restaurants and attractions, including a huge SEGA gaming center,
which is right next door!
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When you enter Enagic Bowl the first thing you
will see is a trophy case filled with trophies won by
the Enagic bowling team. These are surrounded by
the different models of Enagic devices. When you
arrive at the counter to get your lane, simply show
your E8PA card for a discount on your games or, if
you have the E8PA Black Card, you and the family
will enjoy as much VIP bowling as you like, for free!
The Enagic Bowl features 36 professional grade
lanes ready for bowlers of any level. From small kids
to teens to adults and even seniors, they all have a
great time when they come to Enagic Bowl! Grab
your shoes, find the perfect bowling ball and then
have a blast! If you get hungry, head to the bowling
alley snack shop and get some delicious food,
washed and prepped using an Enagic Super501.
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When you’re done bowling you can play some games at the Enagic Bowl arcade or check out the Pro Shop and
find yourself the perfect bowling ball to help you score a perfect 300 game! The Enagic Bowl is an awesome place
and E8PA members will have hours and hours of fun. And remember, the Enagic Bowl is just one of the numerous
amenities available for E8PA Members to enjoy.
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Tech Talk

Plate Construction

When it comes to the quality and effectiveness of the water
produced by a water ionizer, the construction of the electrode
plates is one of the most important components.
There are three main types of plate construction
used in the water ionizer industry today:
• solid
• mesh
• slotted
Solid plates are the most durable plate design,
with the longest lifespan; they are also the most
expensive to produce, which is why they are
typically used in only the highest quality water
ionizers. Physical contact between the water and
the plate is one of the most important aspects of
the ionization process. A solid plate allows for
the greatest amount of physical contact of all the
plate designs, because the water is constantly in
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contact with a surface. The design of the solid
plate also makes it the most durable and least
prone to calcium buildup. A solid plate provides
a flat surface, so there is much less in the way of
mineral buildup. With a solid, smooth surface it is
more difficult for minerals to collect. What little
buildup there is can be easily washed away during
the self or manual cleaning process. With mesh or
slotted plates, the calcium may collect in the holes
and corners of the plate, allowing for rapid mineral
buildup and making them very hard to clean.
Solid plates are the preferred design and are
the only plate configuration used in the Enagic
devices.

Tap Water

(Glycerol-phosphate
Acid Calcium)
Acidic Water
Strong Acidic Water

Kangen Water
Strong Kangen Water

Electrolysis enhancer

Water Filter
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Global
Education
Seminars
Don Prosser
DIRECTOR OF
C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

Enagic
Success
Personal
Relaaonship
I g n i i o n (Course)

Enagic Distributors in Europe got quite a treat as
Don Prosser brought his ESPRI to both England and
France. Don started England, where he gave the
first ever London ESPRI Seminar. ESPRI, i.e. Enagic
Success Personal Relationship Ignition, focuses on the
meaning of personal relationships in everybody’s lives
and how they form the foundation of success in life.
Building a successful Business as an Enagic Distributor
has its basis in mastering human relationships and in
understanding how those relationships lead to mutual
success.
Don emphasizes the need to first of all present yourself
and experience to your prospects, not the water itself.
Because without showing the impact Enagic and Kangen
Water has had on YOU, the potential of the product
remains hidden.

ESPRI uses many interactive role-plays, with the aim to introduce, experiment and master the skills necessary
to enable growth.
After London, Don jumped on a plane and headed to the brand new Enagic France Office, where attendees
learned how to identify the needs of their potential customers and to follow a methodology to close sales.
And the results are already amazing! The France office reached both their machine and Ukon targets thanks
to all our distributors and staff and the new techniques they learned at the ESPRI Seminar. Enagic Europe
definitely wants to offer more of this type of Training in the future!
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Success Seminars
Katsumasa Isobe

ENAGIC INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION DIRECTOR
The global reach of the Enagic educational seminars
continues to spread. This time it reached all the way to
Brazil! For two days a success seminar was held by Mr.
Isobe. In addition to established active distributors
attending this event, Mr’ Isobe was joined by many
new distributors who recently joined Enagic. The
event received such positive reviews and attention
that a second success seminar was scheduled in Sao
Paulo. These two events really helped expand the
Enagic business in Brazil and helped motivate the
Brazilian distributors. Enagic is aggressively expanding
in Brazil and creating a lot of new business. They hope
to have even more people drink Kangen Water and
that they will spread the message of True Health.
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Stories of Success
A Character-driven Company
“Organizations are alive. Just as people breathe,
laugh, cry, and feel sorrow, so too organizations are filled
with hope and despair. It’s no surprise, since organizations
are run by living, breathing humans. The phrase “corporate culture” was something of a buzzword at one time,
and it’s certainly true that each corporation has its own
unique accumulation of culture, traditions, and history.
Even companies working in the same industry—high tech,
for example—will develop different corporate cultures,
reflecting the differences in top management and ownership. In a way, corporate culture is like the shadows cast by
the owners over their companies. That’s why the culture
at Apple is different to that at Hewlett Packard, which is
different in turn to corporate culture at IBM. These differences and the cultures in which they
are reflected work to create strong
corporate identities, which unite employees and becoming the driving
force needed to meet the company’s
goals.
Culture can’t be built up
overnight. But Ohshiro is a charismatic figure. His personality is
reflected very directly in his management, and it moves very quickly
through the business conducted at
Enagic. That’s the mark of Ohshiro’s
corporate DNA.
The remarkable accomplishments of the past twelve years are
a testament to Ohshiro’s character.
The company has grown at an extraordinary speed. One Korean businessman I know has
an interesting theory. According to him, a person’s approach to work is a reflection of their national character. What comes next is interesting. Koreans will dig the
earth with their hands, he says, while Japanese will use a
shovel. Americans, on the other hand, will bring in a bulldozer to do the job. Hands, shovel, machinery. It’s not just
the amount of work or the scale of work achievable that
changes. It also makes a big difference in terms of whether

your goals are short term or longer term. If you bring in a
bulldozer, it means you’ve got to already be fixated on a
point way past the horizon. But if you’re digging with your
hands or with a shovel, the only thing you’re looking at is
the hole in front of you. The size of the job ahead will also
make a difference to the type of tool you need to use.
Ohshiro’s character means he can sometimes be
somewhat brusque. Almost like a bulldozer. Except he’s
already halfway across the field before you’ve even got
the engine on. It can be hard to keep up. “Do it first, think
about it later”, he’ll command. Of course, it’s not possible
to do everything with just a bulldozer, especially not work
that requires delicacy. That’s why you also need shovels
and hands. So instead of standing around
sluggishly, pondering and wondering, you
should get up, get to it, get to work. And if
you end up being wrong, you can fix it as
you go, finding solutions and innovations to
get back on the right path. That’s Ohshiro’s
philosophy. It’s easy to understand, too, if
you look back at how he has lived and how
he has grown his business. He spent a good
many years working in accounting, but in
terms of character he’s a born salesman. He’s
always thinking one or two steps ahead of his
staff, so if they don’t catch what he’s doing
they can end up being left for dust. He’s always got the pedal to the floor, which means
that sometimes he can whip up a lot of dust
and dirt in his wake. There’s also the adverse
effect of too much speed. So sometimes, alternatives have to be suggested and changes—lots of changes—have to be made. But
the fact that Ohshiro is known as a man who “gets things
done” is thanks to his ability to adapt to the situation in
hand. There are pluses and minuses about his way of doing
things, but what’s certain is that his “speed management”
has brought him a great deal of success so far.”

Above is an excerpt from the book Quenching the Thirst for Global Success, the Success Story of Hironari Ohshiro.
It is filled with incredible lessons, motivational stories and the actions that were taken to create Enagic.
A must for distributors, it is available at www.enagic.com/shop
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Cooking

with

Kangen

Creamy Kangen Rice
with
Lemon & Herbs
Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directions

2 tbsp. olive oil
2 leeks (white and light green parts only),
chopped
1 large onion, chopped
kosher salt
Pepper
2 large cloves garlic, finely chopped
1 1/2 c. Kangen Rice
1/2 c. dry white wine
1/2 c. fresh lemon juice (from about 2
large lemons)
2 c. chicken broth
2 c. 9.5 pH Kangen Water
1/2 c. sour cream
1/2 c. grated Parmesan
1/2 c. fresh flat-leaf parsley, chopped
1 tbsp. chopped fresh tarragon

1. Heat the oil in a large skillet over medium heat. Add the leeks and onion and cook, covered, stirring occasionally, until just
tender, 6 to 8 minutes.
2. Stir in the garlic and cook for 1 minute. Add the rice, wine, lemon juice, and ½ teaspoon each salt and pepper and cook,
stirring, until the wine is absorbed, about 2 minutes.
3. Add the chicken broth and Kangen Water and bring to a boil. Reduce heat and simmer, until the liquid has absorbed and
the rice is tender, 18 to 20 minutes. Remove from heat and fold in sour cream, Parmesan, parsley, and tarragon

Perfect Pairings
To create a complete meal with this delicious spring
Kangen Rice dish, pair it with your favorite protein and
veggie. Dish a bed of the desired amount of rice on the
plate and top with your protein of choice. Add veggies
to plate, garnish and serve.
We recommend these two delicious combos; lemon
pepper chicken breast with asparagus or lemon pepper
salmon steak with French green beans with pan-fried
shallots.
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Live Healthy - Live Delicious!

Health
Hints
Realizing Financial Health
Mr. Ohshiro’s concept of “True Health” is comprised of
different aspects of health; physical, spiritual, mental
and financial. He believes that, in order to achieve a true
definition of “health”, all of these components must be
in harmony, resulting in what he defined as True Health.
Most of the time the focus is put on the physical aspect
of True Health, as it seems to be one of the areas where
most people are having serious problems. However, we
are discovering more and more that the financial health of
most people is also in serious jeopardy. So, today we will
discuss the aspect of Financial Health and why it is just as
important as Physical Health when it comes to achieving
your own True Health!
For most people, improved financial health is a gateway to
other goals and dreams; it is closely tied to mental and physical
health and family stability. More and more people have started
to “connect the dots” between health and financial security,
acknowledging the interdependence and importance of both.
Mr. Ohshiro has known this for decades. People are also
realizing that financial health is about more than simply having
more money. It is about achieving goals and dreams.
While it is true that “money can’t buy happiness”, it can help
reduce stress. Being worried all the time about bills and
finances can take a toll on even the healthiest person. It has
been proven that stress is a major contributing factor to
acidosis and that financial worries are a major contributing
factor to stress. The two seem to go hand in hand.
And it doesn’t take becoming a millionaire or “rich” to reduce
the stress created by financial woes. In some instances just
a few hundred dollars more each month would alleviate a
bulk of the stress some people experience each month due to
financial concerns. Just a small additional “cushion” is all most
people need in order to breathe a little easier.

Let’s be realistic. How can a person be healthy if they are
consumed with financial worries? Not only are they dealing
with additional stress, but financial worries often turn into
choices which may also result in poor health. Consider the
food people eat. The reality is that the least expensive food
choices are usually the worst ones for our health. High is
sodium, refined sugars or preservatives. People end up making
food choices to try to save money, which ultimately affect their
health in a negative way. And all of these issues, financial and
physical, definitely contribute to mentality. It’s hard to be a
positive person when it seems like everything is going wrong!
This is why Financial Health is such an important part of
the True Health concept. It plays a huge role! So, if you
understand that just a small cushion could help most people,
imagine what a larger influx of income could achieve. The
ability to worry less about financial matters, have more free
time with friends and family, be able to help people you care
about, be able to contribute more to your favorite charities or
organizations, provide monies for education for your children,
help your aging parents. The possibilities are endless and so
are the rewards. Not having to worry about money and having
the ability to help others can create harmony in your Financial
Health, which can ultimately lead to your own True Health.
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There are product demonstrations, distributor seminars and many other events all
around the United States. Use the links below to check out what’s happening or visit
the Distributor News section on www.enagic.com for additional event details.

https://www.kangenevents.com/events/list

Enagic Director of Communications
Don Prosser leads the ESPRI Experience
and developed it, having presented
it for the past two years. Don brings
to light a concise one-day experience
and over a decade of experience with
Enagic. Experienced in developmental
psychology and life coaching, Don wraps
proven self-development strategies with
YOUR involvement, crafting a marriage
of insight and FUN! Can you imagine
what YOU’LL experience?

Enagic
Success
Personal
Relationship
I g n i t i o n (Course)

Check out the ESPRI schedule for this month
https://www.enagic.com/enagic_espri.php
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If you don’t feel
like calling...
- CHAT US :)

Handle all your Enagic Support needs
with the new Enagic Chat!
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Enagic's ofﬁcial backofﬁce and
distributor marketing tools
Seamless online ordering tied automatically
to your Distributor ID
Receive orders online hands-free!

Many websites to choose from!

Robust backofﬁce :
• Contact Manager
• Prospect Emailer
• Task Manager
• Conference Call Audio Library
• Social Media Promotional and Viral Graphics
• Growing Database of Pre-written Marketing Emails
• Email Tracking to target your most interested prospects!
And much more!

enagic•mobi
• Get the ofﬁcial Enagic app to take your business on the go!
• The easiest order placement system ever seen before!
• Kangen demo videos at your ﬁngertips!
• Manage your contacts, import them to your phone!
• Capture new prospect information and send them
automatic newsletters!

DEMO VIDEO

https://www.enagicwebsystem.com/mobi
https://www.enagicwebsystem.com/mobiapple
https://www.enagicwebsystem.com/mobiandroid
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Congratulations
to each of you
for your outstanding
achievement!
In addition to providing Enagic Distributors with information and resources
to help them succeed, the Executive E-Newsletter will also serve as a way for
us to recognize the outstanding achievements and rank advancements of our
valued Independent Distributors. While we would like to be able to recognize
each person who has advanced in rank by name, the sheer volume of new
distributors advancing in rank makes it impossible. Instead, we will recognize
each person that advances to the rank of 6A and above by name in this section
of the newsletter. We are extremely grateful and very proud of the achievement
of each person listed below and we encourage every distributor to work hard to
achieve the rank of 6A and above so that your name may be proudly displayed
with those that are moving up the ranks in the Enagic business.
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6A
SOPHIA HANG YU

Australia

JOSEFA S L CARTER

Australia

TELLES E MARTINS COMERCIALDE FILTROS LTDA ME

Brazil

TADASHI KONNO

Brazil

CUC BANH

Canada

NGOC-HA HUYNH

Canada

GREGORY MA

Canada

CHIU YEN LAN

Canada

ALVA FONG

Canada

ONTARIO INC

Canada

HO LEUNG CHAN

Canada

LIFE BY DESIGN INC.

Canada

B.C. LTD.

Canada

SINOCAM INTERNATIONAL CONSULTING&TRADING INC.

Canada

BAO PING QI

Canada

YUEN KEI YUNG

Canada

YU-CHUN CHENG

Canada

INFINITE WEB & MARKETING SOLUTIONS LTD.

Canada

KELLAND D CHAFFEE

Canada

KAREN J. ANDALLO

Canada

AQUA RIOS EDUCATION INC.

Canada

KHOA DANG NGUYEN

Canada

IRINA DIKUN

Canada

GEORGE A DIEMAND

Canada

KIEU ANH TRUONG

Canada

KIM C NGO

Canada

VON TRAN

Canada

ROSA MARIA ABAL FERNANDEZ

EU

SHELVIE GUCE ESCAREZ

EU

GUERBAA ABDERRAZAK

EU

PAUL SALEMINK/ QUICK E AVONDWINKEL

EU

KONTOR SERVICE BUREAUET V/KIRSTEN EMILIE FORS

EU

CARMEL MORAN

EU

FRANZ ELIO HACKNER

EU

KIM LM TAN

EU

SHIMIZU PRODUCTS HK LTD

Hong Kong

LIANG MING XIA

Hong Kong

HEALTHY FAMILY

Hong Kong

HSU LAI PING

Hong Kong

CHAN KAM POR TIMOTHY

Hong Kong

XU YAN HONG

Hong Kong

ZENG JI TAO

Hong Kong
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CHIN KA MAN

Hong Kong

UNITED STARS INTERNATIONAL CO LTD

Hong Kong

LING YEE KWAN

Hong Kong

NG KWOK PIU

Hong Kong

SONG WAI CHU

Hong Kong

TSUI KWOK LEUNG MARCO

Hong Kong

CHAN KUN KAM

Hong Kong

HEALTHY WORLD HK

Hong Kong

CHEN QIN

Hong Kong

CHU YUET LING

Hong Kong

HEALTH REFORM

Hong Kong

WONG YIU CHUNG

Hong Kong

LEUNG FONNIE

Hong Kong

CHENG FAN

Hong Kong

PRESTIGE LIFE LTD.

Hong Kong

TJENDRASARI MARTAWIBAWA

Indonesia

FRANSISCUS HALIM SUSMAN

Indonesia

AAS SULASTRI

Indonesia

FERRY ENAGIC INTERNATIONAL

Indonesia

FAHMI AUDITYA

Indonesia

SRI WAHYUNI BEDDU

Indonesia

NICK ABAD

Indonesia

越野克己

當山雅美

Japan

LEONG MEE KIT

Malaysia

CHAN LEE CHEE

Malaysia

NADZIRAH MUJAHIDAH BINTI ABDUL GANI

Malaysia

CHONG LIK SEN

Malaysia

LEONG JONG DOH ISAAC
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Japan

Singapore

HUNG THAI LAU

USA

HARVEY BRANMAN

USA

KACHANA T. NUON

USA

YANTI HALIM KRISNO

USA

PATRICK DUMADAG 2

USA

ERNESTO T TORREJON

USA

ABOVE7WELLNESS LLC

USA

WAYNE MARTIN

USA

CARL GUILFORD TYSON III

USA

ANA DEBORA BELOS

USA

VICKIE B. JOHNSON

USA

GLEN JOHN

USA

GLEN JOHN

USA

THE TWAHIR GROUP LLC

USA

KANGEN WATER FOR THE WORLD

USA

JULIAN SHERMAN

USA

BRANDON M DELARGY

USA

BRANDEN M VAUGHAN

USA

DAN C BORA

USA

ELIZABETH M BAKER

USA

REAL STREET MARKETING LLC

USA

RYAN BELL

USA

THE CHRIS WHITE COMPANY

USA

GILMORE DISTRIBUTORS

USA

DIRK DAVIDEK

USA

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

USA

ARTHUR M NAPIONTEK

USA

TRUNG TIN TRAN

USA

YEVGENIY REVEKKO

USA

GABRIEL L. MARQUEZ

USA

THAO UYEN NGUYEN

USA

VINH Q TRUONG

USA

TY LE

USA

HIEN THAN

USA

VAN TU NGUYEN

USA

ANDREW VAN HOANG

USA

KATHY VI HO

USA

NGOC DOAN

USA

TUAN QUOC PHAM

USA

DONALD WAYNE NEAL

USA

BETH WEATHERFORD

USA

CASSIE B MCDOWELL

USA

CHRISTY ANDERSON

USA

DAWNA OSTERMEIER

USA

PILAR ROMAINE ETEKE

USA

ELENA BORA

USA

6A2
ONTARIO INC

Canada

ONTARIO INC

Canada

ZHENG YANG YUAN

Canada

JOSHUA ANDALLO

Canada

OANH THI VO

Canada

WELLNESSUNIVERSET

EU

SHIMIZU PRODUCTS (HK) LTD

Hong Kong

BEAUTY-TIPS SLIM & BEAUTY CENTRE

Hong Kong

SHUN TAT CATERING EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING LTD

Hong Kong

CHAN KUN KAM

Hong Kong

HEALTHY WORLD HK

Hong Kong
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HEALTH REFORM

Hong Kong

WELL STATE DEVELOPMENT LTD.

Hong Kong

HEBRON ALTAR (HK) LTD.

Hong Kong

ERIKAR LEBANG

Indonesia

SYAHRINTANG SE

Indonesia

HUNG THAI LAU

USA

YANTI HALIM KRISNO

USA

JOSEPHINE M. WONG

USA

PATRICK DUMADAG

USA

KANGEN WATER FOR YOU LLC

USA

CYNTHIA SHAW BRYANT

USA

GLEN JOHN

USA

DILLON AUXIER

USA

MONICA LEAL

USA

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

USA

YEVGENIY REVEKKO

USA

VANITY DO

USA

KIET TUAN TRAN

USA

TRI LUU

USA

LANG CHIEM

USA

LORI C. ELLIS

USA

ELENA BORA

USA

6A2-2
ELISA CHENG

Canada

OANH KIEU LE

Canada

ZHEN RONG WEI

Canada

KANGEN WATER PRO

Hong Kong

WELL STATE DEVELOPMENT LTD.

Hong Kong

YANTI HALIM KRISNO

USA

HONG NGUYEN

USA

RYAN ELIAS DAFESH

USA

LY TRINH

USA

TRI LUU

USA

6A2-3
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POWER TEAM GLOBAL INC #2

USA

DANG T. NGUYEN

USA

TAN NGUYEN

USA

Are you putting the HOTTEST marketing tool
to work for you? The Enagic Change Your Life
magazine, introduced at the 2016 Global Convention
in Las Vegas, is one of the best marketing tools
ever produced by Enagic! More than just a lifestyle
magazine, it is a 100 page magazine filled with stories
of inspiration, information about the company, a
snap-shot look at the ranking system and a brief
introduction to Enagic founder, Mr. Ohshiro.
This is the PERFECT resource for your serious
business prospects. It features stories of successful
distributors from all over the world. While every
story is different, they all have one thing in common…
the fact that the Enagic business is what turned their
dreams into reality! This magazine is an absolute
MUST for any serious distributor!

The Enagic Change Your Life magazine is high quality,
beautifully produced, with vivid images and inspiring
information. Including…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

History of Enagic
Global Offices & Service Centers
Certification Information
Ranking System
Product Profiles
Enagic Factory
Opportunity Overview
Distributor Leader Feature Articles
and much, much more!

Have a copy for your coffee table and have a few copies on hand to give to your best business prospects.
Share with them these incredible stories of success, brought about by hard working individuals dedicated to
the idea of True Health. Quantities are limited, so get yours today!
Available on the Enagic online store at www.enagic.com
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